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William and Ellis saw both lovers coming right at them.Good that they made up 

with each other.The last thing they needed was trouble between them 

two.Billy couldn't stop to smile,he knew Charles good enough to know,that 

getting slaped in the face was very uncomfortable for him. 

 „What are we doing now?'' Ellis wanted to know.What comes next. „First 

we‘re driving back to the vaction house, then we will see.“ „ Do we drive back 

now or do we want to sleep here in Paris?“ Julia wanted to know. „We‘ll drive 

back, if Charles all done here in Paris. Is this correct? Honest ,there is to much 

traffic here for me and in this moment it looks like wee all need to get some 

rest.“ It looks like William doesn't care for Paris very much, and the adventures 

of the last few day was to much for him. So they leave the Eiffel Tower and 

head to the car. 

" Damned " Charles was searching hectically in his jacket pockets. "What is your 

problem now?" ask Ellis. Think I lost the car keys, I can't find them. Charles was 

looking around for help ... what could they do now "Could we use the other 

car?“ Julia didn't think that this idea was so great, but this was the only one she 

had. Untill she looked into Williams face. Why did he have such a big smile on 

his face? William stood directly between the car and his older brother from one 

to the other. "Tell me Charles,when will you learn?" „Learn what?“ He said. To 

take your keys out of the car before you close the door. No ..... not again 

Charles thought to himself.When did this happen to him last? He took an 

unbelievable look into the car,Damn, where was his mind. Shit, what can we do 

now? I can't break the window of this car. Billy looked around them. “All of you 

stand so that no one can see me. So now I know why you wanted me on this 

adventure with you.“ 

With his training he opened the car door "Imagine that, you didn't have to 

break the car window. „I think you two would like to be alone in the car?“ Julia 

asked. „So I think, that Ellis, Billy and I take the other car and stay behind you.“ 

You said it,we stay behind them ,so we can't lose Barker again if he was behind 

us. One time a day is really enough.“ Charles looks at his friends, of course they 

are right,but do they need to tell him this all the time.But he was happy that he 

could be alone with Selena. So they drove back to the vaction house and was 

happy that this day was behind them. 



 

 

When they returned and was inside the vaction house,it was dark outside and 

everyone was hungry and tired. „Where do we get something to eat from? I 

have a very big hunger.“ William said what they were all thinking, „I need 

something too, but think it's not good to be sence in public to often,“ Charles 

gave a maeningful look to Ellis. He was the only one , who at that moment not 

wanted by the police... „OK, oK I will go. Can you tell me why everytime I have 

got to go do the errans for you?“ Billy couldn't say anything else and started to 

laugh very loud. „How long have you know my brother? He needs everytime a 

person that can do things for him.  

I could come with you, but I think you will have no problem doing it alone. Just 

buy us something to eat... but please something warm. Selena and Charles 

decided the time alone would be good. William and Julia leave them 

alone.They want to give these two young lovers the time they need.But with 

the situation not really easy.After something to eat all needs to be serious.I 

would to come with you, but I think you will have no problem to do it alone. 

Just buy us something to eat … but please something warm.“ Selena and 

Charles decide the time was themself and Julia and William leave them alone. 

They want to give these both young lovers the time they need, but this was in 

this situation not really easy. After all eat something, all got to be serious. 

„Elllis, where is your cell phone?“ this was a question where Charles want an 

answer. „I had try to call you, but you was not there.“ Ellis don’t look very 

happy: „You know, after you was disappeared I want to do the same. But 

Conrad want that I stay. He told me, the only way to help you is, to find out 

who is Viper. Damned Barker, you the only one who can unmask Viper, but you 

are disappeared. We can’t contact you. I try to call you, but you had hang up 

the phone. We could need information to help you. Conrad was really relieved, 

that you powered it again. But ok, I don’t look at this a long time, and now it is 

lost. I don’t know where it is, but I think it is out of power.“ „Where it is Ellis? I 

can tell you this exactly, where it is. I had try to call you, but who was on the 

phone? Paulson ... why?" Ellis had hundred thought in his head. Not alone that 

Paulson have now all his datas, no she know under wich name he saved Barkers 

telephon number, he can't changed it, but he gone to be red. "What happen 

with you? Wich secrets are on your handy saved, that you gone to be red?" 

William got him with this question back to the reality. "For me it is more 

important, what did the FBI know. Did they know from Billy and the girls?" 



 

 

Charles had scared about the answer of that question, but he had to know that. 

"They know about Selena and Julia. And both are wanted from the police why 

they mad a rescue operation. The problem is, that your flight plans bring them 

to you ... Charles, we find a way to help the girls out of all these." "I hope so ... 

what is with Billy?" He looks to his younger brother. "They don't know, who is 

the man with you. I don't know, why they don't find it out. It must be easy to 

make it clear, that he is your brother." Billy shrug his shoulder, like it is 

absolutly clear, that they don't can find him, but Charles and he don't want to 

be answer at this question. The FBI can riddle who he is. Billy feeling good as 

the big unknow. "Conrad too can't find something about Billy ... and that where 

they had a picture from the airport in Amsterdam from all of you." "They have 

pictures from us?" Julia can't believe it. But we're not in the news? This will be 

terrible, what will my family thinking about me?" Billy was scared, that his new 

friend will started to cry. What was better in this situation, as to took her in his 

arms. Charles do the same with Selena, they can't changed something in this 

moment. "Be quite, if we have all this behind us, it will nothing happen with 

you. Charles is no murderer, I know that. We're only on a trip around the 

world. But I think the best is, that we don't use the plane so long we're here in 

germany. Ellis what you think, if we both went tomorrow in the morning to the 

airport and look if all is alright there?" "Good idea little brother, if nobody 

knows you, you both are can moved here the best way. We will wait here and 

try to find some rest. I believe really, that we all need for two or three days a 

little break. But we have to keep in our eyes the important thing. We have to 

find out who is Viper and why wnat he/she kill me. I believe, that I was relly 

near at Viper. Ellis you remember the number, that I gave you?" "Yes sure ... if I 

have my cell phone" ... Chalres jump up "Ellis no ... you don't have the 

number..." "Be quite, I had saved it as telephone number and in front and 

behind more numbers. Paulson will never know , wich one she had to delete." 

Slowly Charles come down again. "Folks , I don't want be mad with you. But I 

think, that it is better if we all get some sleep. It was a busy day and honest, a 

little to much for me." Charles looks tenderly to Selena and gave her a kis. 

"Your right, we have time enough to find it out. Let us go into the bed, I'm tired 

too." "Hey Charles, will we met you tomorrow in the morning here ... or is it 

better, that we closed the door completly? I mean it looks that you like to run 

away. Charles take a pillow and warp it to his brother: Be happy, that it was 

only a pillow and don't be cheek here." 



 

 

In the next morning, Ellis and William stands up very early. William leave a 

short message, that they are on the way to the airport and that they got some 

breakfast and the newspaper. He need to control if his brother is in his bed, 

they he was ... Selena in his arms and he looks happy and content. Good, so 

Billy had lost one problem, the girls will take care of his crazy guy. He drive with 

Ellis to the airport .. happy that it was not far. But he had a bad feeling as he 

stand up ... and he was right. They can't come to the plain, all around was the 

police .... 

„Shit!!“ William can’t believe that, how did they to this again. He like to go to 

them and talk something with the police mens, but of course this was not so 

easy. He have to use a lot of attention, so it will nobody be hurt. Ellis stand 

right near him, and look what’s happen at the hanger. „ I’m fear that they find 

the plane through the flight planes. What can we do now?“ William thinking a 

moment about that. „The best is, you could cal this Conrad again, maybe he 

can get the plane for us free. Or he find out, who is this Elen. I hope that she 

don’t cheating us, if she do it, so the others are in the danger to going under 

arrest. I have to make a call, maybe I have some more ideas. We need the 

plane back.“ Ellis notice, that the brothers a very alike, both of them like to 

gave him some orders. „What is happen?“ die voice at the other side of the 

phone don’t sound very awake. „Conrad, this is me. I don’t have wake you up?“ 

In this moment Ellis remember, that he was in Europe and Conrad surely will 

sleep at this time. „How you come to this idea, that I could sleep? I hope it is 

really important, that you call me at this time. We have it here in the middle of 

the night.“ Conrad went to his kitchen to take something to drink, in the 

meantime he listen the report of Ellis. „I will try to do something for you, but 

this will be not very easy. We have to see, why the german authorities 

controlled the machine. Because this Elen, I had checked her out. It looks that 

she is clean, she is a lawyer, if my information are correct. In an emergency 

maybe she can help you. I don’t believe, that she is at Vipers side, in another 

case, Barker will not stay alive. What is with him? Did he met the contact?“ 

„Yes he had, but in this moment, we don’t know much more. Did you have an 

address of these Elen?“ „At this moment not, but I do what I can. Let you cell 

phone on power, so I can call you and not let arrested you of the german 

authorities.“ He hang the phone up, and ask at hisself, how he can help his 



 

 

friends. Ellis tell William about his call, but he had the feeling, that he don’t 

listen to him. „Come on, I got an address, and we drive to this place.“ 

The both mens drive to the centre of Saarbrücken. „What we want to do her?“ 

Ellis don’t know, what they want to do here, but William looks that he know 

exactly what he want. He looking for an housenumber and then he goes to the 

4. Floor. „I don’t like this Billy. If anyone follow us.“ „I don’t guilty that this Lady 

love the high. In the emergency we can jump out of the window.“ With a little 

smile he blink to Ellis and that he touch the bell. It needs a moment befor a 

young woman open the door … and it was a surprise for her. „How did you find 

me?“ „Sweatheart, you have always a chance to find anyone, you only have to 

know wich one. Can we come in or want we talk here into the staircase.?“ 

„Come in, befor anybody will see you. I don’t like to have the police in my 

house.“ „Hey, they are here“ William had to do that, he bent down to her and 

whisper in his ear, „Sweatheart, if you believe it or not, but this boy is from the 

FBI.“ She gave an unbelievable look to William, and have to take care, that she 

don’t hit his head, he was very near in this moment. Billy high up one of his 

eyebrown and she could look in his blue eyes, fast she turn around to Ellis. As 

she closed the door, she ask him: „Your from the FBI? And what you doing with 

this crazy boy here? It is to gangerous to come here. It will be better, you stay 

in the vacation house, there you save. Would one of you a coffee? He is in this 

moment ready“ „Yes thank you, if you don’t have to much work with that. Ellis 

needs really a cup of coffee. William look around, and see inevitable to the 

computer. He saw, that she talk over the internet with someone and he was 

very corious and read it. „I hope we don’t disturb you by anything. I know it is 

early in the morning, but it is really important.“ He looks to her very excusing, 

as she comes with two cups of coffee back into the room. „Mr. Barker I hope 

four you that it is important. It is really very early at the morning and I only 

drink one cup of coffee. So take a seat and telll me, what you want from me.“ 

„Please call me Bille, Elen. I want to make it short, but of course we can wait if 

you got your shower … this was, what you want to do in this moment, at lease 

you told this you chatpartner.“ „You understand german?“ Elen don’t believe it, 

she don’t remember at the computer, who he could be so bold to read this. In 

this moment she wish to gave him a hardly slap into his face, but there was 

these eyes. „Yes of course I speak german, at lease one of us have to do this, or 

you don’t think so? Don’t be angry with us, but we need you really as our 



 

 

lawyer, Elen.“ Now it would be very intersting. „What you want that I do for 

you? If you want me as you lawyer, you have to respect the law, Mr. Barker. 

And I don’t believe that you stop here in germany is legal.“ „Ok, maybe you can 

forget the little point, that Charles is with us here.“ He looks at Elen and she 

have no choice. Ellis and William gave her a short report about the happeniss 

from this morning. „Good, I can try to do something for you, but I can’t promise 

anything. We have not very good chances, but I do the best I can, and I need a 

little bit of time.“ „This is absolutly clear, honey. But I trust you. I gave your my 

number, that you can make an update to me. We will not be the whole time in 

the vacation house, but I hope we can go back to this from time to time. It will 

be a big help, if we have a basis where we can recover. Please Elen, can we do 

this so?“ „Yes of course, you can stay there so long if you want, don’t worried 

abuot that. I do the best I can for you, but I will need a mandat for that. Who 

can gave me this? Who is the owner of the plane?“ „I do this for you, alright. I 

had charter the plane, so I think I have the right to do that? And I’m sorry Elen, 

but I can’t use my right name for that, everybody will know what’s really 

happen.“ No, of course Elen don’t like it, but she can’t say no to William. The 

finishes all of the files and she feels a little bit sorry, and both mens say good 

bye. Billy gave her a little kiss into her face, he was today so difference, if she 

thinking at the last meating. 

„What was that? Why you know, where you find Elen Conrod told me at the 

phone, that she is a lawyer. Why …“ Ellis can’t believe it. He want answers and 

William had to answer him right now, maybe here in the car, or later in the 

vacaton house. He need the answer, if want to help Charles. „You don’t have to 

know all, ok. I have my connection, and I don’t think, that I have to tell you 

about these. And nothing about that to my brother, otherwhise you know a 

side of me, you will surely don’t like.“ With that, William close this discusion, 

they bye something for the breakfast and the newspaper and drive back to the 

others.  

 

„What’s wrong with you guys? You look like the world is broken,“ Selena came 

with a good temper out of the bathroom, as both come back into the house. 

„We have something for the breakfast“, Ellis can’t say more. Billy was very clear 

in the car that he have to be quite. „Hey Seleny, what did you with my brother? 

I hope you don’t lost him?“ Billy look very relaxed like every time and he don’t 



 

 

want that anybody have bad news in front of the breakfast. „Take care, that 

you don’t loose something. You go to the plane, is there all alright?“ Charles 

comes out of the badroom, in good spirit and fresh shaven. He looks to his 

brother, and in the next moment he was serious. „What have you lost, so you 

have a bad temper? And don’t tell me any storys, remember who teach you all 

of that, I know you better as the pocket of my trousers.“ Billy look at him, why 

he had to know him so good? „The plane“ was the only thing he said. Charles 

stopped with open mouth in the middle of the room. Did he have understand 

that the right way? 

In this moment stop all activity in the room and all look to the both mens at the 

door. “Could you say this please again, little brother” “What was not to 

understand? As we came to the the airport, all around was the police. What 

could we do in this moment? Go to them and say, please don’t take our plane, 

we need this for our run? Your good and please Charles, don’t look at me that 

way. Let us eat something and after this we can see how it’s going on. Have 

anyone a coffee for me?” 

Charles can’t believe it, why have all go so wrong at this moment. How can Billy 

thinking in this moment to eat something. “Tell me, have you thought at this 

little point, how we come away from here? They will searching now like they 

find us.” “Conrad will try to talk with the german authorities. He do what he 

can. I had call him, as we notice what happen. He will surely find a way. Besides 

…” “Shut up”, William and Charles grumble together to him. Charles have to 

thinking all about that. Billy lay his arms around the shoulder of his older 

brother and mean: “Don’t worried, I have all under control. I talk with a lawyer 

and I have some ideas, what we doing as next. Let us eat something, you know, 

I can’t thinking with an empty stomach. And if I remember the right way you 

too. “Billy, what had you done?”, but Barker was not sure, if he really want to 

get an answer. “I think the idea with the lawyer is not bad”, Julia lay her arms 

at Billys hip. “It is a beginning. And sorry that I ask, but what you think can 

Conrad do for us? He is so far away and he have surely no connection here, 

who can help us.” 

Charles sit at the layed table, he don’t want to eat something. He was sure, that 

they leave the country to the east. How can this work now. Billy take a seat 

near him, and want that the others do the same. “First we have to eat 



 

 

something, it is not so bad how you believe, big brother.” “Billy, not so bad? 

With this machine I earning the money to life. Don’t talk about the fact, that he 

police wanted us. Better I don’t thinking at this.” Selena had tears in her eyes, 

as she take the seat near Charles, he can’t do no more as take her in his arms. 

“Maybe Billy can tell you the rest. I don’t like it that I grumbled again.“ In Ellis 

voices was to here, that he was upset with the both brothers. Charles listen 

attentively „Is much more happen? Is there anything, what I have to know? 

And don’t tell me again, you will first your breakfast, I want answers from you, 

now.” “OK, I don’t say that you have to be don’t worried and I can’t promise 

that my plan works … “ Charles looks to his brother, when did he came to the 

point. William gave up, and gave his brother a report about the happenings 

from the morning. 

“Really, I don’t like to stay here in eternity, someday the police will find us. 

What we’re doing now?” Julia can’t any more, she never thought that this little 

adventure go this way. Billy stands up and take her in his arms. “Sweatheart, 

don’t worry about that. We handle situation, who was much dangerous like 

that. I promise you, in a few weeks we’re all at home and nobody will talk 

about that.“ He gave her a kiss on his hairs to comfort her. “This is you game 

place, Billy. Have you any ideas what we can do know? You know we have a 

firm target … I need to know who is Viper.” “You’re right, this is the important 

job we have. Elen take care of the plane, so we don’t need to do that. I go and 

make some telephone calls …” Billy leave the house, he don’t want that all can 

hear what he said. They don’t have to know all, and he need to have some 

secrets special for his brother.  

“What was that?” Ellis don’t believe his eyes. It looks that Billy don’t trust 

them. “Don’t worried about him. He know what he is doing, so I hope. Let us 

see, what he have for us it will be a little surprise.” It needs a long time, that 

Billy come back. “What you think about a little trip?” „What now? We’re here 

not for a long time. Oh Billy, I need a break, I don’t can do it any more.“ It looks 

that it was to much for Julia. “Honey, I know that, but look, we can’t stay here 

for a long time. It can be happen, that we get unlike visitors. Did we want that? 

Take all we need, we use the both cars and drive to the east. Better we made 

some sandwiches and a lot of coffee, it can be a long trip.” Nobody ask and all 

do what he want. “To wich place we want to go” ask Selena after they bring all 

into the cars. But Billy don’t find the time to answer. “Get into the cars, the 



 

 

police is coming” Ellis was screaming and attract Julia with him. Now it have to 

go very fast …  

Befor Billy jump into the car to Julia and Ellis he call to his brother “stay near 

behind me and use the cell phone, I tell you then more. And damned, don’t let 

you catch!” Close the door and gave speedy was for the brother the same and 

so they startet to drive. Two patrol cars from the german police are behind 

them. Good luck, they had save the numbers from the others and so Billy told 

Ellis to call his brother, Selena was on the phone. “Hear me Buddy, we will 

separation us, so we have a better chance. We’re meating us at the “Sickinger 

Hof” notice the address.” He gave Selena the address and hear that his brother 

is swearing in the background. “Ok, I hope that we will see us later. We call 

you, if we lost our company.” William saw in the back mirrow how his brother 

disappieared … that was not that what he want, but alright, it will work. Now 

he have only one car behind him 

Charles gave speed , while Selena look at this Navigationsbook, how could they 

find these restaurant. “Could they switch of this sirene, it is so loud, that 

nobody can concentration.” Selena be doubt, that the can run, and Charles 

don’t feeling better as her. He try despairing to hang of the police car. He fear, 

that it need not a long time and they will be more of them there. “Ok, than the 

hard way” … “What?” Selena believe that he spokes with her, but he means the 

policemen in the car. He drive straight ahead and don’t know where he was. 

Charles didn’t had a choice, surely the car was not build for that, but he drive 

directly into a forrestway. “The car need some new damper” automaticly he 

touch Selenas hand, she was very cold. Now he come to the point of break … 

he gave speed and the next choice, that the patrol car don’t see them he leave 

with the car the way. He drive a moment, befor he switch the motor, hopefull 

they drive straight ahead. The done it, the sirene would be softer and Charles 

and Selena took a breath, the hope that the others made it too. “What we’re 

doing now Charles? They don’t want that we drive simply away” “We need 

another car, but first we have to leave this place.” He try to start the car, but it 

don’t work.  

Billy try to lost his haunter. He had an idea, how he can fight with the car 

behind him. “You must down from the street”, this was for Ellis the only choice 

to have a short chance. William don’t answer and he have an idea and drive 



 

 

directly to the French border, they can’t drive about that and had to order an 

administrative help. It don’t need a long time and this three leaving Germany 

and the patrol car have to give up. OK, it will not need so long time, that the 

French police need to look at them, this was clear. Billy look for an hidden 

parking area. “so, we got it, now we can do the next step. Your both stay here 

and wait, I’m looking for a new car. I hope that I don’t need very long.” “Billy, 

you don’t want to steal a car?” Julia was shocked. „Have you a better idea? 

Don’t worry, believe me, we handle that. You take care oft he girl and stay in 

the covering so long as I’m back again.” Billy don’t need a long time to the next 

village and he found very fast the right car for all of them, this can work. He 

love it, if a plan work, and it looks that more people use to let the carkey in the 

lock, and the best, the car was open … could you make it easier. He get in and 

drive to the others, it was hard for Julia to get into this car, but of course Billy 

was right. Now it was important to find his brother, Billy had no choice, he try 

to call him. It need a long time, that Charles goes on the phone.  

„God thanks, Charles where are you? It is so quite there” Charles hear the voice 

of his brother, good luck nothing police in the background. “We’re hang them 

out, but the car is scraped. We take out things and now we searching the next 

street. What is with you?” Billy gave him a short report befor he ended the call. 

Charles feeling the questionnaire look of Selena. “They are alright and drive to 

the meating point and we have to do the same.” He smile, gave her a kiss and 

take her hand, then they moved in the save area of the forrest. “What is with 

Billy?” “What did you mean?” „Charles you know what I mean. Who had he 

called in the morning and how he find so fast a lawyer? Charle, Billy is uncanny 

for me.“ „Why that? He is ok. Don’t worried about him, this boy know what he 

do … I hope so.” “You hope so? Charles, it looks that he know this area very 

well, so that he was here sometimes befor. And I think, that Billy don’t want, 

that we know all, he had some secrets in front of us, that is sure for me.” 

Selena have no other chance as talk with him about her feelings. Charles looks 

unbelievable to her and he need to smile: “Come on, it is not so bad that it 

looks like. Don’t worried about that, what I know is, that her works a long time 

here in germany, so if anyone can help us, then he. We have to trust him, he 

know what he done.” “Charles can I ask you something?” His look said all. „In 

the meantime I know that Ellis and you work fort he FBI, but what is with Billy, 

what is his job?“ Charles need to thought about that, could he say to her, that 

he had a very long time no contact to his brother and this the reason was, that 



 

 

he don’t know what he done? “And Charles, the is something more. If we are 

all at the pictures, why nobody looking for Billy? Did you ask this to you?” “I 

don’t know, maybe it is because he had every time the sun glasses. Selena I 

don’t know that, but he is my brother, who can I trust if not him?” The police 

sirene take them back into the reality, damned, he had hope that he lost them. 

“Why they don’t give up, I think they drive only back, because they don’t find 

us. But I believe, that we’re better disappeared from here, befor they looking 

into the forrest.” Selena was right, this was that what they had to to.  

Charles was happy, as they leaving the forrest. Good the they have the 

navigation book, now the only need to come to this restaurant, but this could 

be hard. They going near the street and Charles try to stop a can, after a long 

while he had luck. A big dark car stopped. Selena don’t believe her eyes … how 

did Billy do that? 

Billy gave his brother from the car wheel a big smile: “Hey looking here 

someone for a ride? Come in in the good car … Julia can you go to the back and 

let this young man take the seat. I think that you three have in the back enough 

place for you?” “Where do you come from? Why you know where we are?” 

Charles cant’t believe that. „This was really easy. Ellis had put something into 

you jacket, and the only thing we had to do, was to follow this signal. I have to 

think about this much earlier, in this case, I will not so much worried about 

you.” Selena and Charles get into the car and William drive soon.  

„I better don’t ask, where you found this car. I only ask, where is the other 

one?” Ellis make the answer from the background and makes for the both 

friends a little update. William was busy to drive this way, that the police don’t 

see them. Here are to much patrol cars and nobody had to tell him, who they 

searching. “I think, that we don’t need the ‘Sickinger Hof’ and can drive 

directly. I use better the highway, so faster we’re away from the, so better it is. 

But I need a little break, to meat an old friend.” Charles look at him, “this is not 

the right time for old friendships, or you think he can help us?” “Trust me, I 

promise you, you will not be sorry about that. I have talk with her and if all 

works good, we lost one problem.” He drive on the highway and gave speed, 

every time take care, that is was not to much … only far away from this place.  

The radio plays, and slowly all relaces. Julia and Selena was sleeping, so the 

mens have the choice to talk about some facts. “The key for all of that is in 



 

 

Macedonia and I have to come to this place. I can only save all of us, if we know 

who is Viper.” Charles don’t have another choice, as to tell the others about 

what was happened ther. “Paulson was involved? That is a surprise for me.” 

Ellis don’t think about that, but slowly he had to know it better. “Sorry, that 

you don’t have the blade driver anymore, you can need it this moment.” “Who 

tell you, that I don’t got it?” Charles draw one of his eye brow. “I send it to 

someone here in Europe, or what you think, that I want to come here? Because 

I had homesickness?” “What a blade driver?” William want to know exactly. 

„Little brother, I tell you this, if you tell me where we want to go and why you 

doing so mystirous.” “Hey don’t get in panic. A security man can work his up 

too. Did you hear something about that?” “Security … you .. this you can tell 

Santa Claus. You one of this guys, who make the security busy.” Charles can be 

serious with him, but William only shrug his shoulder and say: “Believe it or 

not, but my connection here, will bring you to Macedonia.” After a long time 

Billy leaves the highway and drive to a little town. Charles only read a direction 

sign to Dresden. 

Billy doesn’t want to go into this big town, but he need to meet this friend. He 

was hoping, that she can help them with another contact and with a new car, 

the last what he want was, to drive a long time in a stolen car. He was 

wondered, that they made this far way with that, without the police was 

looking at them. “Stay here in the car; I try to be very fast back. Charles I 

pleased you, don’t follow me this time?” “I think it is better, Julia or Ellis goes 

with you, it looks better if you not going alone.” William can’t believe it: 

“Buddy, you don’t trust me?” Charles look at his brother: “Of course I trust you, 

but I’m worried about you. Remember, you my little brother, I have to take 

care of you.” “Charles Barker … do you believe really, that you can take care of 

me? Big brother this is a good joke. If I’m not wrong, you ask me to help you 

and know … be a nice boy and let me do my job and take care of you.” With 

this words, William leaving the car and walk away. He can’t believe that, but ok 

… sometimes Charles need it to play the big brother.  

“What want he doing, Charles?” “Selena I don’t know, but he is right. I want 

that he help me, and this is what he is doing in this moment. I’m sure he find a 

way to bring us to Macedonia.” Ellis looks around. “Did you want that I’m 

following him?” Charles shake his head, he only want to do was waiting for that 

what happen next.” He saw Billy, as he was coming back … he goes really fast 



 

 

and look around. “Ok, we got a safe place to sleep and for the night a place to 

hid the car. And she want to cook us something from here, believe me, she can 

cook, very great.” He drives directly to a house and park the car into the 

garage. A woman, a little younger as Billy comes out of the house and helped 

him to close the garage door. “Your better come in, it is not a good idea, which 

you’re too long outside.” They follow her to the house. “Billy, you can believe 

me, this is the last time, which I will help you. You’re a very good friend, but 

this is really too much. What you think, could I say to my husband, and what 

should I do, if the police in front of the door? Have you an answer? Want one 

of you a coffee or something else?” 

“Oh yes, I can need a coffee, can I help you? My name is Julia,” she was the first 

who find her voice back. “Ok, I make some, and yes Julia, it will be great, if you 

want to help me. My name is Kerstin, and I know this crazy boy for a long time. 

Sit down, I make something to eat for you, and then we will see how I can help 

you.” It looks that Kerstin was not really mad with William, and this was a good 

sign for Charles. “And now? What we doing as next?” Ellis wanted to know, 

what coming next and his looks goes between the both brothers.” “First I think 

we eat something, I’m very hungry. Ellis you can call later Conrad again, if he 

have something news for us. We need a new car, Kerstin is right the car is 

stolen, and it is only a question of the time, that the police find it. So we need 

another one, but Billy, don’t steal it again. And then we need to find a way to 

Macedonia.” Charles thought, if he forgot something … not sure but he don’t 

think so. “Ok, I think we use the offer of Kerstin to sleep here. We can trust her. 

And tomorrow, we look for a new car, of course Charles we don’t steal a car, 

and go to Berlin. From this town, we find a way to come to Macedonia. I think I 

call our lawyer again Maybe she had something news for us. Oh news, Kerstin 

did you hear something in the news about these criminal.” In the next moment 

a pillow flies directly at Billys head. It looks, that Charles don’t like it, that his 

brother call him criminal.  

 

“Billy, in the newspaper are you pictures … of course not of you honey … I 

wonder how did you do that. OK, here is the coffee, I go to cook and please 

kids, don’t hurt you and be behave boys.” “Hey Kerstin, I think it is better I help 

you in the kitchen. So the boys can do those jobs. OH, by the way, I’m Selena.” 

Selena went with Kerstin back to the kitchen and so they leave the three men’s 



 

 

alone. “OK I will call the contact, we met in Paris. And the best it’s, we do this 

all in front of the diner, so we can tell the ladies more, if they come back.”  

“Kerstin, this diner was great, thank you to do this for us. I think we have to 

thank you for a lot, I know it is not so easy for you to hidden us.” Charles 

doesn’t know what he can say. “It is ok Charles, Billy is a good friend and in the 

past he does a lot for me. Tomorrow I will rent a car for you all, so you can do 

what you have to do. I think this is all what I can do for you. My husband takes 

care, that the other car will disappear. The best is, you go to your mattress, 

sorry I don’t have more for you, but I think this will work for one night. I made 

them upstairs so you have your silence. And know, sorry boys, but I have an 

internet meeting with some girls really great girls, if you know them, you will 

love all of them. Only sorry, one of my friends is not there today... she’s 

travelling around the world and try to make it better. OH, I heard you want to 

go to Berlin? One of the girl’s live there, maybe she can help you?” “Where did 

you know all these girls?” “OH from the Internet, we have all our little secrets 

Billy? I know exactly what’s going on in the world.” Charles looks at both and 

don’t understand about what they’re talking. “And you think, this girl can help 

us?” he want to know. “Oh yes why not, Heike is a very nice person, I will ask 

her, if she is online. If she says yes, I gave you her address.” Kerstin started the 

internet and went to a chat room, there waiting a lot of persons … Charles 

don’t believe what he will see … there was all of the girls, they met before. 

Diane, Casey, Elen and this lady named Heike. Ellis was the first, who find his 

voice back... “Oh god, these are not all the girls you met, Barker. If they all 

know each other … what coming next? Where is Billy?” He looks around, but 

can’t find him. “Oh he is upstairs; with that girl … Julia is her name. 

Charles and Billy goes upstairs too, Charles was tired and wish he find some 

rest in this night. It was really a hard day. He opens the door to the room that 

Kerstin told him, and stopped in the door. There he was, he don’t take the time 

to move out. Billy lay on one of the mattress and sleeps, he must be very tired. 

Julia was near him and does the same. Charles whispered to the others: “Be 

quite so we don’t wake him up. He drives the whole day, and he had deserved 

it.” They moved out and go to the beds, Charles blanket his brother and Ellis 

shut down the light.  



 

 

Charles wake up early in the morning and wake up his brother. They leave 

silence the room so they don’t wake up the others. Kerstin was awake at the 

coffee was ready. “Honey, can I use you shower, think I need one before we 

rent the car.” “You take the shower, and use a shaver. You looks terrible, my 

friend. I go and rent the car. Be back in an hour. Oh and Charles, it looks that 

you can use a shaver too. I don’t know what Selena think about this beard.” 

She gave both a smile at was outside of the house. “You had hear the lady 

brother … so we will do that.” 

It needs a moment before Kerstin comes back and the others wake up. Selena 

and Julia notice directly, that both use the shaver, and both get some kiss from 

the ladies. Charles and William changed some looks, but it was ok. After the 

breakfast, Kerstin gave her the keys and then they started with the trip to 

Berlin. In this moment, that Billy was a moment alone with Kerstin he said: 

“Thank you honey, that you don’t told the others more. They don’t need to 

know more details. Your sure, that I can trust Heike? I hope so. It was great, 

that your friends, login in this chat room with the right names. Only sorry, that I 

can’t see Charles face. Damned, I was to tired.” “Don’t worry Billy. Heike is the 

right one for this job. I told her, that you come and she is waiting. Take care of 

you my friend, and if you need my help, you know where you can find me 

again. I hope your friends believe us our little game.” This time Ellis drive the 

car, Julia sit near him and and in the back, the both brothers talk about these 

what happen next. They was on the directly way to Berlin, and Ellis was not 

sure, what will wait there of him. 
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